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Popper & Falsificationism

Karl Popper (1902-1994)

I Chalmers, WITTCS?, Chs. 5-7
I Godfrey-Smith, T&R, Ch. 4
I Pennock (2004)
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Popper & Falsificationism

I Connections to the Vienna Circle

I But Popper was not a logical positivist/empiricist.

I Popper was an inductive sceptic, but aimed to offer an account of
science which did not use induction. He called his account
Falsificationism.
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Falsificationism

Inductivism: Scientific knowledge is derived from the observable facts by
induction (and deduction).

Hypothetico-deductivism: Scientific theories are not derived from
anything; they are hypothesized. Once hypothesized, they are then
confirmed or disconfirmed by the observable facts.

Falsificationism: Scientific theories are not derived from anything; they
are hypothesized. Once hypothesized, they are tested by the observable
facts. Scientific hypotheses are risky: they are falsifiable.

I Contexts of discovery and justification again

I Preservation of the rationality of science—on deduction alone!?
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Falsificationism

From Conjectures & Refutations (1963):

1. It is easy to obtain confirmations, or verifications, for nearly every theory — if we look for
confirmations.

2. Confirmations should count only if they are the result of risky predictions; that is to say, if,
unenlightened by the theory in question, we should have expected an event which was
incompatible with the theory — an event which would have refuted the theory.

3. Every “good” scientific theory is a prohibition: it forbids certain things to happen. The
more a theory forbids, the better it is.

4. A theory which is not refutable by any conceivable event is non-scientific. Irrefutability is
not a virtue of a theory (as people often think) but a vice.

5. Every genuine test of a theory is an attempt to falsify it, or to refute it. Testability is
falsifiability; but there are degrees of testability: some theories are more testable, more
exposed to refutation, than others; they take, as it were, greater risks.

6. Confirming evidence should not count except when it is the result of a genuine test of the
theory; and this means that it can be presented as a serious but unsuccessful attempt to
falsify the theory. (I now speak in such cases of “corroborating evidence.”)

7. Some genuinely testable theories, when found to be false, are still upheld by their admirers
— for example by introducing ad hoc some auxiliary assumption, or by reinterpreting the
theory ad hoc in such a way that it escapes refutation. Such a procedure is always possible,
but it rescues the theory from refutation only at the price of destroying, or at least lowering,
its scientific status.
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The guiding insight

H : All F s are G
O : Fa & not-Ga

⊥

O : Fa & not-Ga
not-H : Not all F s are G

‘Rule 3: Every “good” scientific theory is a prohibition: it forbids certain
things to happen. The more a theory forbids, the better it is.’
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The undending quest

I Science as a sustained, unending, two-step process:

1. creative invention of an hypothesis;
2. hard-headed attempts to refute that hypothesis.

I Theories and hypotheses that have (so far) avoided falsification have
not been confirmed by the evidence—they have merely been
corroborated. (This term appears later in Popper’s work.)

I Science as trial and error

I ”Conjectures and refutations”

I Phenotypic variation and natural selection? (PGS)
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Popper’s inspiration

Compare:

I the Eddington expedition of 1919 to test Einstein’s general theory of
relativity against Newton’s theory of universal gravitation

with:

I the Marxist theory of history (“All history is the history of class
struggle.”);

I Freudian psychoanalysis;

I Adlerian individual psychology.

“[W]hat worried me was neither the problem of truth, at that
stage at least, nor the problem of exactness or measurability. It
was rather that I felt that these other three theories, though
posing as science, had in fact more in common with primitive
myths than with science; that they resembled astrology rather
than astronomy.” (C&R, 1963)
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The flexibility of Marxian dialectics

Marx to Engels, 15 August 1857:

As to the Delhi affair, it seems to me that the English
ought to begin their retreat as soon as the rainy season
has set in in real earnest. Being obliged for the present to
hold the fort for you as the Tribune’s military correspon-
dent, I have taken it upon myself to put this forward.

N.B., on the supposition that the reports to date have
been true. It’s possible that I shall make an ass of myself.
But in that case one can always get out of it with a little
dialectic. I have, of course, so worded my proposition as
to be right either way.
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Barnum statements

Forer’s experiment (1948)

1. You have a great need for other people to like and admire you.

2. You have a tendency to be critical of yourself.

3. You have a great deal of unused capacity which you have not turned to your advantage.

4. While you have some personality weaknesses, you are generally able to compensate for them.

5. Your sexual adjustment has presented problems for you.

6. Disciplined and self-controlled outside, you tend to be worrisome and insecure inside.

7. At times you have serious doubts as to whether you have made the right decision or done
the right thing.

8. You prefer a certain amount of change and variety and become dissatisfied when hemmed in
by restrictions and limitations.

9. You pride yourself as an independent thinker and do not accept others’ statements without
satisfactory proof.

10. You have found it unwise to be too frank in revealing yourself to others.

11. At times you are extroverted, affable, sociable, while at other times you are introverted,
wary, reserved.

12. Some of your aspirations tend to be pretty unrealistic.

13. Security is one of your major goals in life.
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Ceteris paribus “laws”

Ceteris paribus laws = laws with exceptions
(Ceteris paribus = ‘all else being equal’)

‘Ceteris paribus, all F s are G .’

E.g. Snell’s Law: ‘At the interface between two dialectric media, the angle of
incidence θi and angle of refraction θr ’ for a passing light ray are related by

sin θi
sin θr

=
nr
ni
,

where ni (resp. nr ) is the refractive index of the medium for which the ray is

incident (resp. refracted).’

I This law applies only to isotropic media.

I But almost all media are anisotropic.

I For a ceteris paribus law to be falsifiable, we need a specification for
the special circumstances that is independent of the law holding.
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The demarcation problem

I Popper proposed using falsifiability as a criterion for an hypothesis or
theory’s being scientific. So we have 3 categories:

I scientific theories that have been falsified;
I scientific theories that have not (yet!) been falsified (corroborated

theories);
I pseudo-scientific theories, which cannot be falsified.

I According to Popper, science seeks true improbabilities. This is
counter-intuitive: improbable hypthoses are (by definition) less likely
to be true.

I Contrast with inductivism and hypothetico-deductivism.
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The demarcation problem

I N.B.: ‘Unfalsifiable’ need not mean: trivially or necessarily true. It
need only involve immunity to recalcitrant evidence. A theory might
attempt to avoid falsification by making perfectly non-trivial claims.

I Myth and metaphysics was not meaningless for Popper, just
unscientific.

I Popper was sanguine about statements about unobservables: so long
as they led to testable claims!

I Scientific/pseudo-scientific theories vs. scientific/pseudo-scientific
conduct. (PGS)
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Kitzmiller v. Dover Area School District, 2005

I In October 2004, the Dover Area School District altered its biology
curriculum to require that intelligent design be presented as a
scientific alternative to evolutionary theory.

I The book appeals to the purported phenomena of convergence and
“irreducible complexity” to argue for “an immaterial cause [of
certain traits or species]: in a blueprint, a plan, a pattern, devised by
an intelligent agent.”
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Kitzmiller v. Dover Area School District, 2005

I Sep-Dec 2005: 10 parents of school pupils levelled a legal challenge
at the Court for the Middle District of PA under the holding:

Teaching intelligent design in public school biology classes violates
the Establishment Clause of the First Amendment to the
Constitution of the United States (and Article I, Section 3 of the
Pennsylvania State Constitution) because intelligent design is not
science and cannot uncouple itself from its creationist, and thus
religious, antecedents.

I Key witnesses for the plaintiffs included:
I Kenneth R. Miller, professor of biology;
I Robert T. Pennock, associate professor of philosophy;
I Kevin Padian, professor of palaeontology.

I Miller’s and Pennock’s expert statements both appealed to the
unfalsifiability of ID.
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“Sophisticated” falsificationism

I Falsifiability is quite easy to achieve—just one possibility has to be
ruled out!

I We may resort to comparative evaluations: H1 is better (i.e. more
scientific) than H2 iff H1 is more falsifiable than H2.

I How do we quantify falsifiability?

I The sentences or possibilities ruled out or in by any realistic example
are infinite!

I But: If H1 deductively entails H2, then anything that falsifies H2 will
also falsify H1.

‘Rule 5: Every genuine test of a theory is an attempt to falsify it, or to refute
it. Testability is falsifiability; but there are degrees of testability: some theories
are more testable, more exposed to refutation, than others; they take, as it
were, greater risks.’ (C&R, 1963)
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Recalcitrant evidence

I Popper’s recommendation for what to do when your hypothesis is
falsified: Formulate a new hypothesis, which is no less testable than
the old one.

I Scientific progress without any guarantee of truth.

I Progress = increasing precision and scope.

I Ad hoc modifications to any theory are forbidden.
‘Rule 7: . . . Such a procedure is always possible, but it rescues the theory

from refutation only at the price of destroying, or at least lowering, its

scientific status.’

I Ad hoc modification = a modification associated with no new
testable claims.

I But modifications are permitted: we need not reject the entire
theory. Just so long as the modification leads to new testable claims.
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Ad hoc vs. non-ad hoc

Ad hoc modifications:

I Restrictions on domains of applicability (e.g. Newtonian mechanics
restricted to the large and slow).

I The “God of the gaps”.

I Negative weight of phlogiston?

Non-ad hoc modifications:

I Le Verrier’s (1846) postulation of Neptune (and Vulcan?)
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Le Verrier’s prediction of Neptune

Newton’s Laws of Motion
Newton’s Law of Gravitation

Initial Conditions (of Known Planets)
Predicted Orbits

Observed Orbits
¬(Predicted Orbits)
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Problems for falsificationism

1. The historical record

2. Non-universal hypotheses

3. Creeping conventionalism 1: Statistical/probabilistic claims—when
are they falsified?

4. Creeping conventionalism 2: Confirmational holism

5. The problem of alternative hypotheses: why trust the “best tested”
theory?
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The historical record

Theories kept “on the books” despite having been falsified (theoretical
“anomalies”) or being protecting from falsifiability.

I The ultra-violet catastrophe

I The instability of the classical atom

I The cosmological constant problem

I Feyerabend: New theories make ad hoc assumptions to give them
“breathing room”.

I The Copernican Revolution (Chalmers, pp. 92-101):
I faced apparently falsifying evidence early on (e.g. tower argument);
I achieved the same empirical successes as its Ptolemaic rival;
I relied on favouring telescopic observations over “naked eye”

observations;
I was a very long and slow process.
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Non-universal hypotheses

I ‘There is a planet beyond Uranus, perturbing its orbit.’

I ‘The Higgs boson exists.’

I ‘The evolutionary tree has a last universal common ancestor
(LUCA).’

These seem to be scientific hypotheses, but they are not of the form
‘All F s are G ’.

It seems possible to verify them with a single observation (or small
series of such), notwithstanding the problems of induction.
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Creeping conventionalism 1: statistical claims

I ‘The half-life of Iridium-192 is 73.83 days.’

I This means the same as: ‘After 73.83 days of being synthesized, the
probability that a single atom of Iridium-192 will have decayed is
0.5.’

How is this claim falsified?

One idea: The observation of an event, deemed sufficiently improbable by
theory T , counts as falsifying evidence against T .

I But how improbable is “sufficiently improbable”?

I Can this be given a non-conventional answer?
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Creeping conventionalism 2: confirmational holism

I If observation O is falsifying evidence against theory T , why reject
T ? Why not reject O?

I The reliability of O relies on a network of auxiliary assumptions,
e.g. theories of perception; theories of the operation of measurement
devices; assumptions that this is not an “unfavourable” instance.

I Well then why not reject (one of) the auxiliary assumptions?

I Can this be given a non-conventional answer?

I The case of OPERA and the faster-than-light neutrinos (2011).

I The creep of conventionalism threatens Popper’s claimed rationality
for his scientific methodology, since it introduces arbitrariness into
the making of decisions in scientific practice.
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The problem of alternative hypotheses

I Why trust our “corroborated” or “best tested” theories? Haven’t
“gruesome” theories been corroborated too?

I Is corroboration a historical, or a logical, notion?
I If logical, then why what’s wrong with “gruesome” hypotheses?
I If historical, then why does corroboration transmit warrant for belief?

I Can we do without trust in our current theories?

I Can we really do without induction? (Why perform RCTs?)

I Hume’s revenge!
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